1. Introduction. By using the streamlines iJ/(x, y) = constant and an arbitrary system of curves <£(x, y) = constant as a pair of curvilinear coordinates, the Navier-Stokes equations for the steady plane flow of a viscous incompressible fluid of density p and coefficient of viscosity n may be written as [1] (voracity), where co is the vorticity, k = jpq2 is the kinetic energy, p is the pressure and E = p2wl + hl, F = + co), G = p2a>l + (h^ + co)2, J = + co) -juco^, (1.2) in which h = k + p is the energy.
Once solutions co(</>, i/>), k(<f>, 1//) and p(4>, 11/) of (1.1) are found, the flow in the physical plane is given by z=*+,'=±J'^i!M7+iK (U) Following the designation of Martin [2] , we shall call a flow confluent if any two of the following curves coincide in the physical plane:
(a) curves of constant pressure p, (b) streamlines, (c) curves of constant speed q, (d) curves of constant energy h, (e) curves of constant direction 0, (f) curves of constant vorticity co. Otherwise the flows are called fluent.
Two types of confluent flows co = co(i/>) and co = to(h) were discussed in [3] , Calculations show that in these flows the vorticity co remains constant along the isovels q = const. It has also been shown that there exist Prandtl-Meyer flows in which the vorticity has a constant value along the isovels. Thus the confluent flow co = w(q) presents itself for investigation, and this article is devoted to the discussion of the solutions of Eqs. (1.1) with the additional condition co = co(q) or, equivalently, k = k(co).
We distinguish two cases: (i) the streamlines and isobars do not coincide, in which case we make <j) = p in (1.1), and (ii) the streamlines and isobars coincide, p = p{\p). In the later case we use orthogonal curvilinear coordinates (/> and tjj. In either case the requirement k = /c(co) makes the system over-determined.
Systems of partial differential equations and the existance of their solutions were studied by Riquier [4] and Thomas [5] . Following these methods and using a series of integrability conditions, we obtain solutions in both cases. It will be shown that in the first case the flow will be a Jeffery flow [6, 7] and in the second case either the vorticity or the pressure remain constant everywhere in the flow.
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2. Streamlines and isobars do not coincide. Using the isobars p = constant in place of the curvilinear coordinates (j) = constant, the system (1.1) becomes (vor,la,rt The assumption k = k(co) now implies
We shall assume that cop ^ 0 and ^ 0 since these cases, co = co(i/>) and h = h(a>), have already been discussed in [3] . Thus by (2.2), we have kp ^ 0 and co^ ^ 0. Now, let = KIK = ^Cp> (2) (3) so that we may rewrite (2.6) as
This is a quadratic for cop and is not an identity, since co ^ 0 by our assumptions. Thus cop may be solved as a function of co and X, so that cop = rj(co, X), co,p = X tj(co, X) by (2.4). (2.9)
The integrability condition a>pil/ = co^,p on (2.9) will now yield (n + Xih)Xp -rhXf = 0. (2.10)
We eliminate the derivatives of k from Eq. (2.5) using (2.7) and the derivatives of co using (2.9) to get a second linear equation for Xp and X
The determinant of the coefficient matrix of (2.10) and (2.11) is given by
which obviously is non-zero. Thus Xp and X^ may be solved as functions of co and X :
where
We may now apply the integrability condition Api/, = A^p on (2.12) and use (2.9) and (2.12) to eliminate the derivatives of co and A to arrive at the equation = \>*12 + 2A 2rjf + A wa, which, by rearranging the terms and dividing by A2rj3, may be written as
\ilu \&*iL (2.14)
Thus Eq. (2.14) is a necessary condition for the over-determined system (2.1) and (2.2) to be compatible. It involves A and co only and thus, if (2.14) is not an identity, A may be solved as a function of co. Now, if A = A(a;), then tj = t](co) so that by (2.12) we have Ap = A'cop s 0, so that A = constant. We shall state this as a lemma:
Lemma 2.1 If the function A given by (2.3) depends only on the vorticity co, then A = constant and
where t = p + Xip.
We shall now show that under the assumptions already made, (2.14) cannot be an identity.
Since (2.14) involves \/r\, we shall divide (2.8) by coj and solve for l/a>p. Thus (2.17)
The first of these relations shows that A, B and C cannot vanish simultaneously for viscous flows. We note that if Q = 0 then A = A(<y) and by Lemma 2.1, it reduces to a constant. Thus, assuming that Q ^ 0, we have
Further, from (2.13), after eliminating rj and its derivatives by means of (2.15), we have
We are now in a position to calculate (2.14) with the help of (2.18) and (2.19). Thus, using co as a subscript to denote partial differentiation with respect to a>, we have
or, by rearranging the terms, 4 ve
We wish to show that (2.21) is not an identity so that by Lemma 2.1, X will reduce to a constant. However, if (2.21) is an identity, since the right side of this equation is fourth-degree in k, we may conclude that either JQ is linear in X or that the left side of (2.21) is identically equal to zero. Thus, Thus in order that (2.14) may be an identity, the expressions on the right side of (2.30) must equal the corresponding expressions in (2.16), giving us three differential equations for k as a function of to. We shall show that these equations are incompatible. The first equation of (2.17) with A, B and C replaced by (2.30) will yield k as a function of co given
We note that the coefficients of co in the denominator of (2.31) cannot all vanish simultaneously. Further, the second equation of (2.17) yields 2k' bd -2 . .
This may be compared with the derivative of k from (2.31) and we find that in order that co ^ constant, one of the following conditions must hold: Thus we conclude that (2.14) is not an identity and 1 may be solved as a function of co so that by Lemma 2.1, we have the following theorem: [3] ) that k = k(a) and the flow will be a special case of the Prandtl-Meyer flow discussed in [3] . We note that the stream function is first deduced by Jeffery [6] and eliminate this case from further discussion and assume that c =}= 0. We shall rewrite (2.32) as
Similarly, the vorticity equation (2.6) may be written as In order to determine the flow in the physical plane, it is convenient to change the independent variables p and ^ in x, y and a to the variables t and p so that ip = (x -p)/k and dx(x, p) 1 dx(x, p) 1 = xp--x dp " A *" dx X 2Xiik(w -X) °)p ~ V41' ct* = 2pk{w-X) 03 so that da Xp2(x> + c2k2 da c dx 2Xpk(co -X)a>p' dp 2Xp (^-39)
To facilitate the calculation of x and y we write these formulas in yet another form using the vorticity equation ( • dp kjlpk cos a + sin in aj.
The second equation may be integrated and compared with the first by means of (2.40). Similar calculations may be made for y, so that we have and by (2.40), e-tj ^4a ~ ^kp-<242)
The relation (2.41) shows that co -co(r) so that the flows will be Jeffery flows [6] , The integral in the right side of (2.42) may be evaluated using (2.37). co and p may be eliminated from the resulting expression using (2.41) and (2.38) 3. Streamlines and isobars coincide. In this section, along with our assumption k = k(a>), we also assume that p = p(\p) so that the streamlines and isobars coincide. We now use the system (1.1) with the curvilinear coordinates (j) = constant taken as orthogonal to the streamlines \p = constant so that F = 0. As in the last section, we assume that 0)4, ^ 0. Thus we now have an overdetermined system of five equations for three unknowns a>, k and p given by:
(vor"ci'rt (31) (fx) *° <Gauss)-
k,-k^Wj, = 0, (3.3)
a>^(n2 + k'2) + k'(p^ + co) = 0 (orthogonality, F = 0), (3.5) where, ' -d/dco, E = u>l(n2 + k'2) and J = po)^(p^, + co).
We note here that if J = 0, then it may be easily proved along the lines given in [3] that the vorticity must remain constant. In what follows, we will assume that vorticity is not a constant in the flow.
To find functions «(</>, \j/), k(<p, \)/) and p(i/z) which satisfy the above five equations, we shall apply a series of integrability conditions as in the last section. From the Gauss equation (3.2) and the orthogonality condition (3.5), we calculate and co^ and apply the integrability condition co^ = co^ to obtain an expression for co involving k, p and their derivatives. This, together with (3.1) and (3.4), will enable us to conclude that the pressure must remain constant everywhere. The integrability condition co^ = co^ yields
On the other hand, when (3.6) and (3.7) are used to eliminate the derivatives of co, the vorticity equation (3.1) reduces to 2k'2p(p + to)2 + 2k(p2 + k'2)p -co(p2 + k'2)p = 0.
(3.9)
Eliminating p from (3.8) and (3.9), we have, since p =f= 0,
This is a quadratic for p + a> whose coefficients are functions of co and clearly it is not an identity. Thus we may conclude that p + co must be a function of co. Since p = p(\I/) and a> =j= co(il/), this would only mean that p = constant so that by (3.8) we have kk" -k'2 = 0, which may be integrated to yield k = k0ea"'-, k0, a = constant.
However, when this value of k is used in (3.9), we get a2ko(p + co)e2a'" -n2co = 0, which implies that co = constant. Thus we have the following theorem:
Theorem 3.1. If the vorticity remains constant along the isovels in the steady twodimensional flow of an incompressible viscous fluid and if the streamlines and isobars coincide, then either (i) the vorticity is constant everywhere or (ii) the pressure is constant everywhere. If the pressure is constant everywhere, then the Gauss equation (3.2) becomes redundant and (3.6) is no longer valid. However, the vorticity equation (3.1) may be simplified as (H2 -I-k'2)co^ + (2k'k" -p2 -k^yo^co^ + k' + ~ (p2 + k'2) co^ = 0.
When and co^ are eliminated from this equation using (3.7), we get H2 + k'2 = 2 kk", which may be integrated to yield 
